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Abstract
This paper consists of a study of the intersection problems for totally symmetric latin squares.
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1. Introduction
A quasigroup (V; ·) satisfying the identities x ·y=y · x and y · (x ·y)= x, for all x; y in V , is called a totally symmetric
quasigroup (TSQG). If the number of the set V is v, we can say that the quasigroup is of order v. The multiplication table
of a TSQG of order v is called a totally symmetric latin square of order v (TSLS(v)). It has been well established that a
totally symmetric quasigroup is equivalent to an extended triple system. What is an extended triple system? An extended
triple system of order v (ETS(v)) is a pair (V; B), where V is a v-set and B is a collection of triples of elements in V (each
triple may have repeated elements), such that every pair of the elements of V (not necessarily distinct) belongs to exactly
one triple. The elements of B are called blocks. There are three types of blocks: (1) {x; y; z} (2) {x; x; y} (3) {x; x; x} (see
Fig. 1). For brevity, we write these blocks as xyz, xxy and xxx and call them triangle, lollipop and loop, respectively. By
graph terminology, an extended triple system of order v can be regarded as a partition of the edges of K+v into triangles,
lollipops, and loops, where K+v is the graph obtained by attaching a loop to each vertex of the complete graph Kv.
If (V; B) is an extended triple system on v elements with a loops, we say B is an ETS(v; a). The concept of an extended
triple system was Brst introduced by Johnson and Mendelsohn [11]. They established the necessary conditions for the
existence of ETS(v; a) and Bennet and Mendelsohn [1] showed that the necessary conditions was also suEcient.
Theorem 1.1 (Bennet and Mendelsohn [1] and Johnson and Mendelsohn [11]). There exists an ETS(v; a), if and only if,
06 a6 v and
(i) if v ≡ 0 (mod 3) then a ≡ 0 (mod 3);
(ii) if v ≡ 0 (mod 3) then a ≡ 1 (mod 3);
(iii) if v is even then a6 v=2;
(iv) if a= v− 1 then v = 2.
Recently, some papers have investigated the possible number of common blocks or entries with two generalized triple
systems with the same parameters, based on the same v-set. Faro [2] considered this problem for extended triple systems
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Fig. 1. The graphs of triangle, lollipop and loop.
without loop, Huang [7,8] for extended triple systems, Huang et al. for extended Mendelsohn triple systems [9,10] and
Fu et al. [4] for semi-symmetric latin squares.
In this paper, we have considered the intersection problems for totally symmetric latin squares. Let J [v] be the set of
numbers k such that there exist two TSLS(v) which have k entries in common. Because a TSLS is equivalent to an ETS,
k ∈ J [v] is equivalent to two ETS(v) (V; B1) and (V; B2) with k =∑!(T ), where T is a common block in B1 and B2,
!(T ) =


1 if T = xxx;
3 if T = yyz;
6 if T = abc
and we will write |B1 ∩ B2| = k. So the identity |B1 ∩ B2| = k means that the corresponding two TSLSs of order v have
k entries in common.
HoNman and Rodger [6] established the embedding theorem for ETS as follows.
Theorem 1.2 (HoNman and Rodger [6]). Let u and v be positive integers, with v¿ u. Then ETS(u) can be embedded in
an ETS(v) if and only if
1. u¿ 2v;
2. if u is even, then v is even; and
3. (u; v) = (6k + 5; 12k + 12), k a non-negative integer.
In 1980, Hilton and Rodger [5] proved that if (V; B)∈ETS(v; a), then the subgraph of Kv (with vertex set V ) consisting
of the edge xy for each lollipop xxy in B is a vertex-disjoint union of cycles if v is odd, and a vertex-disjoint union of
unicycles with trees (a cycle with tree attached to each vertex of the cycle) and each of whose degree is odd if v is even.
If Ck is an elementary cycle of length k consisting of an edge-set {{v1; v2}; {v2; v3}; : : : ; {vk ; v1}}, then we will denote it
by (v1; v2; v3; : : : ; vk).
In the following, we denote {v1v1v2, v2v2v3; : : : ; vk−1vk−1vk , vkvkvk} by 〈v1; v2; : : : ; vk〉, {v1v1v2, v2v2v3; : : : ; vk−1vk−1vk ,
vkvkv1} by 〈v1; v2; : : : ; vk , v1〉 and 〈v1; v2; : : : ; vk〉 \ {vkvkvk} by 〈v1; v2; : : : ; vk), where vi = vj for all i = j.
A set of blocks P is called a pattern if there exists a set of blocks P′ with P∩P′=∅ such that each pair (not necessarily
distinct) is covered by precisely the same numbers of blocks of P and P′. The size of pattern P is the sum
∑
!(T ),
where T ∈P. We introduce some patterns as follows which can be moved over to other side of the equations. We say
that a pattern P can be completed if there exists an extended triple system B of order v with P ⊆ B.
pattern ⇔ pattern
〈x1; x2; : : : ; xk ; x1〉 ⇔ 〈x1; xk ; xk−1; : : : ; x2; x1〉
〈x1; x2; x3; x1〉 ⇔ {x1x2x3; x1x1x1; x2x2x2; x3x3x3}
〈x1; x2; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xk〉 ⇔ 〈xk ; xk−1; : : : ; x1〉
〈x1; x2; x3; x1〉 ∪ {x1x4x5; x4x4x4; x5x5x5} ⇔ 〈x1; x4; x5; x1〉 ∪ {x1x2x3; x2x2x2; x3x3x3}
Lemma 1.3. If there exists an ETS(v) containing a pattern with size l, then v2 − l∈ J [v].
Let A and B be two sets of integers, and k a positive integer. We deBne A+B= {a+ b | a∈A; b∈B}, A± k =A±{k}
and k · A= {ka | a∈A}.
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2. Auxiliary constructions of ETS
In order to count the common entries, we need some special embedding constructions. Let (V1; B1) be an ETS(v), where
V1 = {a1; a2; : : : ; av}.
(1) v to 2v, v even
Let F= {Fi | i=1; 2; : : : ; v− 1} be a 1-factorization of Kv on V2 = {x1; x2; : : : ; xv}. Let V =V1 ∪V2 and B=B1 ∪ T ∪ L,
where T = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; v − 1} and L = {avxx | for each x∈V2}. Then (V; B) is an ETS(2v) denoted by
(V1 ∪ V2; (B1;F)).
(2) v to 2v + 2, v even
Let F={Fi | i=1; 2; : : : ; v+1} be a 1-factorization of Kv+2 on V2={x1; x2; : : : ; xv+2}. Let V =V1∪V2 and B=B1∪T ∪L,
where T = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; v} and L= {xxy; yyy | for each xy∈Fv+1}. Then (V; B) is an ETS(2v + 2).
Let F = {Fi | i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2v− 1} be a 1-factorization of K2v on N = {1; 2; : : : ; 2v}. If Fa; Fb ∈F, the notation Fa · Fb
[2] will denote the following set of blocks: 〈1; xi2 ; xi3 ; : : : ; xir ; 1〉∪〈xj1 ; xj2 ; xj3 ; : : : ; xjs , xj1〉∪· · ·∪〈xp1 , xp2 ; xp3 ; : : : ; xpt ; xp1〉∪
〈xq1 ; xq2 ; xq3 ; : : : ; xqm ; xq1〉 where xj1=min(N\{1; xi2 , xi3 ; : : : ; xir}); : : : ; xq1=min(N\{1; xi2 ; xi3 ; : : : ; xir , xj1 , xj2 , xj3 ; : : : ; xjs ; : : : ; xt1 ,
xt2 ; xt3 ; : : : ; xtm}); Fa = {1xi2 ; xi3xi4 ; : : : ; xir−1xir , xj1xj2 ; xj3xj4 ; : : : ; xjs−1xjs ; : : : ; xp1xp2 , xp3xp4 ; : : : ; xpt−1xpt , xq1xq2 , xq3xq4 ; : : : ;
xqm−1xqm} and Fb = {xi2xi3 ; xi4xi5 ; : : : ; xir1, xj2xj3 ; xj4xj5 ; : : : ; xjs xj1 ; : : : ; xp2xp3 , xp4xp5 ; : : : ; xpt xp1 , xq2xq3 , xq4xq5 ; : : : ; xqmxq1}.
(3) v to 2v + 3, v odd
Let F= {Fi | i = 1; 2; : : : ; v+ 2} be a 1-factorization of Kv+3 on V2 = {x1; x2; : : : ; xv+3}. Let V = V1 ∪ V2 and B= B1 ∪
T ∪ Fv+1 · Fv+2, where T = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; v}. Then (V; B) is an ETS(2v + 3).
(4) v to 2v + 1, v odd
Let F= {Fi | i=1; 2; : : : ; v} be a 1-factorization of Kv+1 on V2 = {x1; x2; : : : ; xv+1}. Let V =V1 ∪V2 and B=B1 ∪ T ∪ L,
where T = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; v} and L= {xixixi | i = 1; 2; : : : ; v + 1}. Then (V; B) is an ETS(2v + 1).
Let K2v be a complete graph on 2v vertices(2v¿ 8). The edges of K2v fall into v disjoint classes P1; P2; : : : ; Pv with
{i; k}∈Pj if and only if i − k ≡ j (mod 2v). Stanton and Goulden [14] prove that
T1: If 2x + 1¡v then P2x ∪ P2x+1 splits into four one-factors.
T2: The graph K2v may be factored into a set of 2v triangles covering P1, P2j , P2j+1 (2j + 1¡v) and a set of 2v − 7
one factors covering the other Pi.
(5) v to 2v + 9, v odd
Using the above description we factor the complete graph Kv+9 on V2 = {x1; x2; : : : ; xv+9}. Let T1 be the set of v + 9
triangles and F= {Fi | i= 1; 2; : : : ; v+ 2} the set of 1-factors. Put V = V1 ∪ V2 and B= B1 ∪ T1 ∪ T ∪ Fv+1 · Fv+2, where
T = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; v}. Then (V; B) is an ETS(2v + 9).
3. Proof of the main theorem for even C
It is well-known that the intersection of two latin squares cannot contain only 1, 2, 3, or 5 diNerent entries. The smallest
possible pattern of ETS are 〈x; y〉 or 〈x; y; z〉, (which can be changed to 〈y; x〉 or 〈z; y; x〉, respectively). Thus we cannot
have two TSLS(v) containing six diNerent entries. Therefore J [v] ⊆ Ie[v], where Ie[v]={0; 1; 2; : : : ; v2−8; v2−7; v2−4; v2}.
Using exhaustive computer checking for v = 2, 4 and 6, the following results were obtained:
J [2] = {0; 4},
J [4] = {0; 1; 3; 4; 9; 12; 16},
J [6] = {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18; 21; 24; 27; 28; 32; 36}.
When we talk about the intersection of two one-factorizations of Kv, for even v, we have to order the one-factors and
consider their intersections. Let F={F1; F2; : : : ; Fv−1} and G={G1; G2; : : : ; Gv−1} be two one-factorizations of Kv, where
the Fi and Gi are one-factors, we deBne
|F ∩ G|=
v−1∑
i=1
|Fi ∩ Gi|; where Fi ∈F and Gi ∈G:
Let JF (v) be a set of k such that there exists a pair of 1-factorizations of Kv having k common edges. In [13], Lindner
and Wallis showed that JF (2)={1}, JF (6)={0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 9; 15} and JF (v)={0; 1; 2; : : : ; ( v2 )=t}\{t−1; t−2; t−3; t−5}
for v = 4 or v¿ 8.
Lemma 3.1. If v is even, v¿ 12 and J [v] = Ie[v], then J [2v] = Ie[2v].
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Proof. Let (V1; B1) and (V1; B2) be two ETS(v) with |B1 ∩ B2| = k. And let F and G be two 1-factorizations of Kv on
V2 = {x1; x2; : : : ; xv} such that h=∑v−1i=1 |Fi ∩ Gi | . Then we have |(B1;F) ∩ (B2;G)|= k + 3v + 6h. Therefore
J [2v] ⊇ J [v] + 3v + 6 · JF (v):
Since J [v] = Ie[v],
J [2v] ⊇ Ie[v] + 3v + 6 · JF (v) = Ie[2v] \ {0; 1; : : : ; 3v− 1}:
For the remaining data, let (V1; B1) and (V1; B2) be two ETS(v) with |B1∩B2|=k, k ∈{0; 1; : : : ; 3v−1}, and T=(B1;F).
If T∗ is the union of B2, {ai+1xy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; v − 1} and {a1xx | x∈V2}, then |T ∩ T∗| = k. This implies that
J [2v] = Ie[2v].
Lemma 3.2. If v is even, v¿ 12, and J [v] = Ie[v] then J [2v + 2] = Ie[2v + 2].
Proof. Let (V1; B1) and (V1; B2) be two ETS(v) with |B1∩B2|=k, andF a 1- factorization of Kv+2 on V2={x1; x2; : : : ; xv+2}.
Let C= {aixy | xy∈Fi; i=1; 2; : : : ; v} and C)= {aixy | xy∈F)(i); i=1; 2; : : : ; v}, where ) is a permutation of {1; 2; : : : ; v}
with exactly p elements Bxed () exists for p= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v). Then, C and C) have p(v+ 2)=2 blocks in common.
Let D = {〈x; y〉 | for each xy∈Fv+1} and Di be obtained from D replacing the Brst i blocks 〈x; y〉 by 〈y; x〉 for i =
0; 1; 2; : : : ; (v + 2)=2. We can see that |(B1 ∪ C ∪ D) ∩ (B2 ∪ C) ∪ Di)|= k + 6p(v + 2)=2+ 4((v + 2)=2− i). Therefore,
J [2v + 2] ⊇ J [v] + 3(v + 2) · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v}+ 4 ·
{
0; 1; 2; : : : ;
v + 2
2
}
:
Since J [v] = Ie[v], then
J [2v + 2]⊇ Ie[v] + 3(v + 2) · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v}+ 4 ·
{
0; 1; 2; : : : ;
v + 2
2
}
= Ie[2v + 2]:
Next, in order to solve for small v such that J [v] = Ie[v], we need the following Lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. If v is even and v¿ 4, then J [2v+ 2] ⊇ J [v] + 3(v+ 2) · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 3; v− 1}+ {0; 1; 2; : : : ; (v+ 2)=2}.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2, we exchange the set C) = {aixy | xy∈F)(i); i = 1; 2; : : : ; v − 1}, where )
is a permutation of {1; 2; : : : ; v − 1} with exactly p elements Bxed () exists for p = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; v − 3; v − 1) and take
T ={avxy | xy∈Fv+1}. We can control the number of common loops on V2 by D∗={l | l= 〈x; y〉 or 〈y; x〉; xy∈Fv}. So,
|(B1 ∪ C ∪D)∩ (B2 ∪ C) ∪ T ∪D∗)|= k + 6p(v+ 2)=2 + i, where p= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 3; v− 1 and i= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (v+ 2)=2.
Therefore, we obtain
J [2v + 2]⊇ J [v] + 3(v + 2) · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 3; v− 1}
+ {0; 1; 2; : : : ; (v + 2)=2}:
Lemma 3.4. Let v be positive integer and v¿ 4. Then we have J [3v] ⊇ J [v]+ J [v]+ J [v]+6 ·Sv, where Sv={0; 1; 2; : : : ;
v2 − 7; v2 − 6; v2 − 4; v2} for v¿ 5 and S4 = {0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 8; 9; 12; 16}.
Proof. An ETS(3v) can be regarded as a partition of the edges of K+3v into triangles, lollipops, and loops. K
+
3v can
be partitioned into three vertex-disjoint K+v and a complete tripartite graph Kv;v; v. And the partition of Kv;v; v into v
2
edge-disjoint triangles can be constructed by a latin square of order v. Using diNerent ETS(v) in each K+v and diNerent
latin squares of order v, we have J [3v] ⊇ J [v] + J [v] + J [v] + 6 · Sv (see [3]).
Lemma 3.5. If ETS(u) can be embedded in an ETS(v), then J [v] ⊇ J [u] + v2 − u2.
For the small v, we start from v = 8.
v = 8. Using a similar argument to Lemma 3.1, we have J [8] ⊇ {0, 1, 3, 4, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28,
33, 36, 40, 48, 49, 51, 52, 57, 60, 64}. Let E1 = {111, 122, 133, 144, 156, 178, 235, 246, 277, 288, 347, 368, 458,
557, 667}, E2 = {114, 126, 137, 158, 223, 248, 257, 333, 345, 368, 444, 467, 555, 566, 777, 788}, and E3 = {111, 122,
135, 147, 168, 238, 246, 257, 336, 344, 377, 458, 556, 667, 788}. By Lemma 1.3 the system E2 containing the pattern
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Table 1
Some intersection numbers of ETS(8)
Intersection Size Intersection Size
E2 ∩ (34)(56)(78)E2 2 E2 ∩ (2547)(368)E2 26
E2 ∩ (45678)E2 5 E2 ∩ (467)(58)E2 29
E2 ∩ (13248)E2 6 E2 ∩ (45)(78)E2 30
E2 ∩ (3457)(68)E2 7 E2 ∩ (2367)(458)E2 31
E2 ∩ (56)(78)E2 8 E2 ∩ (23)(467)E2 32
E2 ∩ (345)(68)E2 10 E2 ∩ (68)E2 34
E2 ∩ (456)(78)E2 11 E2 ∩ (13)(48)E2 35
E2 ∩ (346)(58)E2 14 E2 ∩ (26)(45)E2 37
E2 ∩ (46587)E2 17 E1 ∩ (38564)E2 39
E3 ∩ (5867)E2 18 E1 ∩ (257)E2 42
E2 ∩ (457)E2 19 E1 ∩ (123)(48657)E2 43
E2 ∩ (58)(67)E2 20 E3 ∩ (24)(586)E2 45
E2 ∩ (25)(38)(67)E2 22 E1 ∩ (134)(2685)E2 46
E2 ∩ (4658)E2 23
〈1; 4〉∪〈2; 3〉, E3 containing the pattern 〈3; 6; 7; 3〉 and E1 containing the pattern 〈6; 7; 2; 1〉, we have 56, 55 and 54 ∈ J [8],
respectively.
From the isomorphic designs produced by permuting elements in Table 1, we conclude that J [8] ⊇ Ie[8] \ {38, 41,
44, 47, 50, 53}. The missing data needs some patterns with sizes k = 11, 14, 17, 20, 23 and 26. If there is a pattern
of size k with m triangles, n lollipops and r loops, then we can solve the equations 6m + 3n + r = k, n + r6 8 and
r6 4. Analysis of the data shows that the only possible patterns are (m; n; r) = (0; 3; 2) (change the pattern 〈v1; v2; v3〉 ∪
〈v4; v5〉 with 〈v3; v2; v1〉 ∪ 〈v5; v4〉) for k =11, (0; 4; 2) (change the pattern 〈v1; v2; v3〉 ∪ 〈v4; v5; v6〉 or 〈v1; v2; v3; v4〉 ∪ 〈v5; v6〉
with 〈v3; v2; v1〉 ∪ 〈v6; v5; v4〉 or 〈v4; v3; v2; v1〉 ∪ 〈v6; v5〉), (1; 2; 2) (change the pattern {v1v2v3; v1v1v1} ∪ 〈v3; v4; v2〉 with
{v2v3v4; v4v4v4}∪〈v2; v1; v3〉) for k=14, (0; 5; 2) (change the pattern 〈v1; v2; v3; v4〉∪〈v5; v6; v7〉 or 〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v5〉∪〈v6; v7〉
with 〈v4; v3; v2; v1〉∪〈v7; v6; v5〉 or 〈v5; v4; v3; v2; v1〉∪〈v7; v6〉), (1; 3; 2) (change the pattern {v1v2v3; v1v1v1}∪〈v2; v4; v3; v5〉 or
{v1v2v3; v2v2v2; v3v3v3} ∪ 〈v1; v4; v5; v1〉 with {v2v3v4; v4v4v4} ∪ 〈v5; v3; v1; v2〉 or {v1v4v5; v4v4v4; v5v5v5} ∪ 〈v1; v2, v3; v1〉) for
k = 17, (0; 6; 2) (change the pattern 〈v1; v2; v3; v4〉 ∪ 〈v5; v6; v7; v8〉 or 〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v5〉 ∪ 〈v6; v7; v8〉 or 〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v5; v6〉 ∪
〈v7; v8〉 with 〈v4, v3; v2; v1〉∪〈v8; v7; v6; v5〉 or 〈v5; v4, v3; v2; v1〉∪〈v8; v7; v6〉 or 〈v6; v5; v4; v3; v2; v1〉∪〈v8; v7〉), (1,4,2) (change
the pattern {v1v2v3; v1v1v1} ∪ 〈v2; v4; v3; v5; v6〉 with {v2v3v4; v4v4v4} ∪ 〈v6; v5; v3; v1; v2〉) for k = 20, (1,5,2) (change the
pattern {v1v2v3; v1v1v1}∪〈v2; v4; v3; v5; v6; v7〉 or {v1v2v3; v3v3v3}∪〈v1; v5; v2; v4; v1〉∪〈v6; v7〉 with {v2v3v4; v4v4v4}∪〈v7; v6; v5,
v3; v1; v2〉 or {v1v2v4; v4v4v4} ∪ 〈v1; v3; v2; v5; v1〉 ∪ 〈v7; v6〉) for k = 23 and (1,6,2) (change the pattern {v1v2v3; v1v1v1} ∪
〈v2; v4; v3; v5; v6; v7; v8〉 or {v1v2v3; v3v3v3} ∪ 〈v1; v5; v2; v4, v1〉 ∪ 〈v6; v7; v8〉 with {v2v3v4; v4v4v4} ∪ 〈v8; v7; v6; v5; v3; v1; v2〉 or
{v1v2v4; v4v4v4}∪〈v1; v3; v2; v5; v1〉∪〈v8; v7; v6〉), (2; 4; 2) (change the pattern {v1v2v3; v3v4v5; v2v2v2; v4v4v4}∪〈v1; v6; v3, v7; v5〉
with {v1v6v3; v3v7v5; v6v6v6; v7v7v7} ∪ 〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v5〉) for k = 26. The number of loops in those patterns are greater than
or equal to 2. But the only subgraph of ETS(8) generated by the lollipops and loops are the following Bve graphs Gi
upto isomorphism.
In Fig. 2, the graph in which the number of loops is greater than or equal to 2 is only graph G5. However those
patterns cannot occur in terms of ETS(8) with the subgraph G5. Thus we have J [8] = Ie[8] \ {38; 41; 44; 47; 50; 53}.
From now on, for convenience, we will write ti for 10 + i and t for 10.
v=10. Using a similar argument to Lemma 3.2, we have J [10] ⊇ J [4]+18 ·{0; 1; 2; 4}+4 ·{0; 1; 2; 3}. By the Lemma 3.3,
we obtain J [10] ⊇ Ie[10] \ {50, 62, 74, 78, 82, 86, 90, 91}. Let E1 = {113, 122, 144, 15t, 167, 189, 233, 247, 255, 2
69, 28t, 348, 357, 366, 39t, 459, 46t, 568, 777, 788, 799, 7tt}, E2 = {114, 122, 133, 158, 167, 19t, 23t, 247, 259, 268,
349, 356, 377, 388, 445, 466, 48t, 555, 57t, 699, 6tt, 789}, E3 = {111, 122, 134, 156, 17t, 189, 233, 244, 257, 268, 29t,
358, 36t, 379, 459, 467, 48t, 55t, 666, 699, 777, 788, ttt} and E4 = {444, 555, 777, 999, 221, 331, 114, 665, 887, tt9,
345, 157, 169, 18t, 238, 249, 25t, 267, 36t, 379, 468, 47t, 589}. By Lemma 1.3, the systems E1 containing the pattern
〈1; 3; 2; 1〉, E2 containing the pattern 〈2; 1; 4; 5〉, we have 91 and 90 ∈ J [10], respectively. By permuting elements in the
system E3, we have |E3 ∩ (7; 6; 8; 9; t; 5)E3|= 50 and |E3 ∩ (7; 3)(4; t)E3|= 62.
Now, N1 comes from E4 by replacing {331; 114; 444; 555; 345} with {134; 445; 553; 333; 111}, N2 comes from E2 by
replacing 〈8; 3; 1; 4; 5)∪{815} with {138; 145; 885} and N3 comes from E1 by replacing 〈1; 3; 2; 1〉∪{441; 552; 663; 887; 777}
with {123, 114, 225, 336, 778, 444, 555, 666, 888}. Then we have |E1∩N3|=78, |E2∩N2|=82 and |E4∩N1|=86. As for
74, we need a pattern whose size is 26. By the same method as v=8, we can solve the equations 6m+3n+r=26, n+r6 10
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Fig. 2. The graphs of ETS(8) generated by lollipops and loops.
Fig. 3. The graph of ETS(10) generated by lollipops and loops.
and r6 4. Analysis of the data shows that the only possible patterns are (m; n; r) = (0; 8; 2), (1; 6; 2), (2,4,2), however
we can change the pattern 〈v1; v2; : : : ; vi〉∪ 〈vi+1; vi+2; : : : ; v10〉 with 〈vi; vi−1; : : : ; v1〉∪ 〈v10; v9; : : : ; vi+1〉, for 56 i6 8, in the
Brst case and the remaining case we can use the same method as v=8. The number of loops in those patterns are greater
than or equal to 2. But in the subgraph generated by lollipops and loops with the number of loops greater than or equal
to 2 is only the following graph G upto isomorphism (Fig. 3).
But these patterns do not occur in terms of ETS(10) with the subgraph G. Thus, we conclude that J [10]= Ie[10]\{74}.
v = 12. Using a similar argument to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4, we have J [12] ⊇ Ie[12] \ {134}. Let E1 = {114, 12t1, 135,
16t2, 17t, 189, 222, 237, 244, 256, 28t2, 29t, 339, 348, 36t1, 3tt2, 45t1, 469, 47t2, 4tt, 55t, 578, 59t2, 666, 677, 68t, 79t1,
88t1, 999, tt1t1, t1t2t2}. The data 134∈ J [12] follows according to the system E1 containing the pattern 〈5; t; 4; 2〉. We
conclude that J [12] = Ie[12].
v=14. Using a similar argument to Lemma 3.2, we have J [14] ⊇ Ie[14]\{134, 137, 138, 141, 142, 143, 182, 185, 186,
189}. By Lemma 3.3, we have {134, 137, 138, 141, 142, 143} ⊆ J [14]. Let E1 = {112, 133, 144, 157, 168, 19t, 1t1t4,
1t2t3, 222, 234, 256, 27t1; 28t, 29t3, 2t2t4, 35t1, 36t3, 37t2, 389, 3tt4, 455, 466, 47t3, 48t4, 49t2, 4tt1, 58t2, 59t4, 5tt3, 67t4,
69t1, 6tt2, 778, 799, 7tt, 888, 8t1t3, t1t1t2, t2t2t2, t3t3t4, t4t4t4}. The data 182, 185, 186, and 189 ∈ J [14] follow according
to the system E1 containing the patterns 〈4; 1; 2〉 ∪ 〈t; 7; 8〉, 〈4; 1; 2〉 ∪ 〈t1; t2〉, 〈5; 4; 1; 2〉 and 〈4; 1; 2〉, respectively. Thus,
we conclude that J [14] = Ie[14].
v=16. Using a similar argument to Lemma 3.1, we have J [16] ⊇ Ie[16]\{230, 233, 236, 239, 242, 245}. By Lemma 3.5
which embeds a TSLS(6) into a TSLS(16), we obtain the data 233, and 236. Let E1 = {114, 122, 133, 15t1, 16t6, 17t4,
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18t2, 19t3, 1tt5, 23t, 24t2, 259, 26 t1, 27t6, 28t4, 2t3t5, 34t3, 35t6, 368, 37t1, 39 t5, 3t2t4, 446, 455, 47t5, 48t6, 49t4, 4tt1,
56 7, 58t3, 5tt4, 5t2t5, 666, 69t2, 6tt3, 6t4t5, 77t, 788, 799, 7t2t3, 89t, 8t1t5, 9t1t6, ttt, tt2t6, t1t1t4, t1t2t2, t1t3t3, t3t4t6, t4t4t4,
t5t5t6, t6t6t6}. N1 is obtained from E1 by replacing {114, 446, 16t6, t6t6t6, 887, 77t, ttt, 89t} with {11t6, t6t66, 146, 444,
889, tt9, 777, 78t}, then we have |E1∩N1|=230. By the system E1 containing the patterns 〈8; 7; t〉∪(〈2; 1; 4; 6〉 or 〈1; 4; 6〉
or 〈4; 6〉), we have 239, 242 and 245 ∈ J [16]. Thus J [16] = Ie[16].
v = 18 or v = 22. Using a similar argument to Lemma 3.2, we have J [18] = Ie[18] and J [22] = Ie[22].
v = 20. Using a similar argument to Lemma 3.1, we have J [20] ⊇ Ie[20] \ {374}. By Lemma 3.5 which embeds an
ETS(9) into an ETS(20), we obtain the data 374. Thus J [20] = Ie[20].
From small case, we have
Lemma 3.6. J [8] = Ie[8] \ {38; 41; 44; 47; 50; 53}, J [10] = Ie[10] \ {74}, and J [v] = Ie[v] for v = 12; 14; 16; 18; 20; 22.
Applying the results in Lemma 3.6 to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 recursively, we obtained the following results.
Theorem 3.7. J [v] = Ie[v], for even v¿ 24.
4. Proof of the main theorem for odd C
For odd v, the edges of the lollipops in the decomposition of K+v form the vertex- disjoint cycles, each vertex with a
loop. Since the smallest possible pattern of ETS is 〈v1; v2; v3; v1〉, the smallest pattern size is 9. Consider a pattern with a
size less than or equal to 21. The sizes 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 exist due to the existence of cycles C3, C4, C5, C6 and C7 in the
graphs obtained by lollipops. For 13, 17 and 19, we take the patterns 〈v1; v2; v3)∪{v1v3v4, v4v4v4}, 〈v1; v2; v3; v1〉∪{v1v4v5,
v4v4v4, v5v5v5} and 〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v1〉 ∪ {v1v3v5, v5v5v5}, respectively. For the remaining k = 10; 11; 14; 16; 20, we solve
equations 6m+3n+ r= k and n+ r6 k, where m, n and r are the number of triangles, lollipops and loops, respectively.
After analysing the data, we conclude that no pattern of size k existed, for k = 10; 11; 14; 16; 20. Therefore J [v] ⊆
Io[v] = {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v2 − 22; v2 − 21; v2 − 19; v2 − 18; v2 − 17; v2 − 15; v2 − 13; v2 − 12; v2 − 9; v2}.
An exhaustive computer check for v=3, 5, and 7 produced the following results: J [3] = {0, 9}, J [5] = {0, 3, 4, 6, 12,
13, 25} and J [7] = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 31, 32, 40, 49}.
Lemma 4.1. If v is odd, v¿ 11, and J [v] = Io[v] then J [2v + 3] = Io[2v + 3].
Proof. Let (V1; B1) and (V1; B2) be two ETS(v) with |B1∩B2|=k and F a 1- factorization of Kv+3 on V2={x1; x2; : : : ; xv+3}.
Let C= {aixy | xy∈Fi; i=1; 2; : : : ; v} and C)= {aixy | xy∈F)(i); i=1; 2; : : : ; v}, where ) is a permutation of {1; 2; : : : ; v}
with exactly p elements Bxed. Then, C and C) have p(v + 3)=2 blocks in common. It is easy to see that (V1 ∪
V2; B1 ∪ C ∪ Fv+1 · Fv+2) is an ETS(2v + 3). If we replace B1 with B2, C with C) or (Fv+1 · Fv+2) with (Fv+2 · Fv+1),
((Fv+1 ·Fv+2)∩ (Fv+2 ·Fv+1)= ∅), then the two systems produced have a intersection number k +6p(v+3)=2+ 3q(v+3),
where p∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v} and q∈{0; 1}. Therefore
J [2v + 3] ⊇ J [v] + 3(v + 3) · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v}+ 3(v + 3) · {0; 1}:
Since J [v] = Io[v],
J [2v + 3] ⊇ Io[v] + 3(v + 3) · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v}+ 3(v + 3) · {0; 1}= Io[2v + 3]:
This implies that J [2v + 3] = Io[2v + 3].
Lemma 4.2. If v is odd, v¿ 11, and J [v] = Io[v] then J [2v + 1] ⊇ Io[2v + 1] \ {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v}.
Proof. Let (V1; B1) and (V1; B2) be two ETS(v) with |B1∩B2|=k and F a 1- factorization of Kv+1 on V2={x1; x2; : : : ; xv+1}.
Let D= {xixixi | i=1; 2; : : : ; v+1}, C = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i=1; 2; : : : ; v} and C) = {aixy | xy∈F)(i); i=1; 2; : : : ; v}, where )
is a permutation of {1; 2; : : : ; v} with exactly p elements Bxed. Then, C and C) have p(v+ 1)=2 blocks in common. It is
easy to see that (V1 ∪ V2; B1 ∪ C ∪ D) is an ETS(2v + 1). If we replace B1 with B2 or C with C), then the two systems
produced have a intersection number k + 6p(v + 1)=2 + (v + 1), where p∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v}. Therefore
J [2v + 1] ⊇ J [v] + 3(v + 1) · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v}+ {v + 1}:
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Since J [v] = Io[v],
J [2v + 1]⊇ Io[v] + 3(v + 1) · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2; v}+ {v + 1}
= Io[2v + 1] \ {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v}:
For proof of {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v} ⊂ J [2v + 1], we need to embed an ETS(v) into an ETS(2v + 9), for odd v.
Lemma 4.3. If v is odd, v¿ 11, and {0; 1; : : : ; v} ⊂ J [v− 4] then {0; 1; 2; : : : ; v} ⊂ J [2v + 1].
Proof. Let (V1; B1) and (V1; B2) be two ETS(v − 4) with |B1 ∩ B2| = k, where k ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; v}. From construction
5 in Section 2, an ETS(v − 4) can be embedded in an ETS(2v + 1). Let Kv+5 be the complete graph on vertex set
V2 = {x1; x2; : : : ; xv+5}. Set L1 = {xixi+1xi+3 | i = 1; 2; : : : ; v+ 5} and L2 = {xixi+4xi+5 | i = 1; 2; : : : ; v+ 5}. From T1, P4 ∪ P5
splits into four 1-factors F1; F2; F3; F4 and P2 ∪ P3 splits into four 1-factors G1; G2; G3; G4. From T2, we have two sets of
one-factors {Fi | i= 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2} covering all Pj with j = 4; 5; : : : ; (v+ 5)=2 and {Gi | i= 1; 2; : : : ; v− 2} covering all Pj
with j = 2; 3; 6; 7; : : : ; (v + 5)=2. We can assume that Fi = Gi, for i = 5; 6; : : : ; v− 2.
Let ) be a permutation of {1; 2; : : : ; v − 4} with 0 elements Bxed, C = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; v − 4} and C) =
{aixy | xy∈F)(i); i = 1; 2; : : : ; v − 4}, then |(B1 ∪ C ∪ L1 ∪ Fv−3 · Fv−2) ∩ (B2 ∪ C) ∪ L2 ∪ Fv−2 · Fv−3)| = k. Thus
{0; 1; 2; : : : ; v} ⊂ J [2v + 1].
Lemma 4.4. Let v be odd and v¿ 11. If J [v] = Io[v] and {0; 1; : : : ; v} ⊂ J [v− 4] then J [2v + 1] = Io[2v + 1].
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.
For small v, we start from v = 9.
v = 9. Using a similar argument to Lemma 4.1, we have J [9] ⊇ J [3] + 18 · {0, 1, 3} + 18 · {0, 1} = {0, 9, 18, 27,
36, 45, 54, 63, 72, 81}. Let E1 = {115, 123, 144, 169, 178, 222, 246, 257, 289, 333, 347, 359, 368, 458, 499, 556, 667,
779, 888}, E2 = {112, 137, 148, 159, 166, 223, 249, 257, 268, 334, 358, 369, 445, 467, 556, 777, 789, 888, 999} and
E3 = {115, 124, 139, 166, 178, 222, 237, 259, 268, 333, 346, 358, 444, 457, 489, 556, 679, 777, 888, 999}.
N1 is obtained from E2 by replacing {137, 166, 334, 445, 467, 556} with {133, 167, 347, 444, 456, 555, 666}, N2 is
obtained from E1 by replacing {115, 123, 144, 222, 333, 458, 888} with {112, 133, 145, 223, 448, 588}, N3 is obtained
from E1 by replacing {115, 144, 458, 888} with {111, 145, 448, 588} and N4 is obtained from E3 by replacing {115,
166, 222, 268, 556, 888} with {111, 156, 228, 266, 555, 688}. Then |E2 ∩ N1|= 57, |E1 ∩ N2|= 60, |E3 ∩ N4|= 64 and
|E1 ∩ N3|= 68.
From the isomorphic designs obtained by permuting elements in Table 2, we concluded that J [9] ⊇ Io[9] \ {52, 59,62,
66, 69}. The missing data needs some patterns with sizes k = 12, 15, 19, 22 and 29. If there is a pattern of size k with
m triangles, n lollipops and r loops, then we can solve equations 6m + 3n + r = k and n + r6 9. Analysis of the data
shows that the only possible patterns are (m; n; r) = (0; 4; 0) (change the pattern 〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v1〉 with 〈v1; v4; v3; v2; v1〉)
for k = 12, (0,5,0) (change the pattern 〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v5; v1〉 with 〈v1; v5; v4; v3; v2; v1〉) for k = 15, (1; 4; 1) (change the
pattern 〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v1〉 ∪ {v1v3v5; v5v5v5} with 〈v1; v4; v3; v5; v1〉 ∪ {v1v2v3; v2v2v2}) for k =19; (1; 5; 1) (change the pattern
〈v1; v2; v3; v4; v5; v1〉∪{v1v3v6; v6v6v6} with 〈v1; v5; v4; v3; v6; v1〉∪{v1v2v3; v2v2v2}) for k=22, and (2,5,2) (change the pattern
B=〈v1; v2; v3; v4)∪{v1v5v6; v2v4v5; v4v6v7; v6v6v6; v7v7v7} with 〈v1; v6; v7; v4)∪{v1v2v5; v2v3v4; v4v5v6; v2v2v2; v3v3v3}) for k=29.
The lollipops of ETS(9) ignoring loops are cycles of length 3, 6 and 9. The patterns in the Brst four cases do not exist
since they require a cycle of length 4 or 5. In the last case, the only possible cycle in an ETS(9) containing B is a cycle
of length 6. Adding the blocks {v4v4v5; v5v5v6; v6v6v1; v5v5v5} to the partial ETS(9) B, the new partial ETS(9) cannot be
completed using a computer programming. Thus we have J [9] = Io[9] \ {52; 59; 62; 66; 69}.
v = 11. Using a similar argument to Lemma 4.2, we have J [11] ⊇ J [5] + 18 · {0, 1, 2, 3, 5} + {6} = {6, 9, 10, 12,
18, 19, 24, 27, 28, 30, 31, 36, 37, 42, 45, 46, 48, 49, 54, 55, 60, 63, 64, 66, 67, 72, 73, 85, 96, 99, 100, 102, 108, 109,
121}. Let E1 = {113, 122, 145, 167, 18t1, 19t, 235, 244, 268, 279, 2tt1, 334, 369, 37t1, 38t, 46t, 478, 49t1, 556, 57t,
589, 5t1t1, 66t1, 777, 888, 999, ttt}, E2 = {111, 123, 145, 167, 18t1, 19t, 225, 244, 268, 279, 2tt1, 334, 355, 369, 37t1,
38t, 46t, 478, 49t1, 56t1, 57t, 589, 666, 777, 888, 999, ttt, t1t1t1}, E3 = {111, 127, 138, 149, 15t, 16t1, 223, 24t, 258,
266, 29t1, 334, 35t1, 369, 37t, 445, 467, 48t1, 556, 579, 68t, 778, 7t1t1, 889, 99t, ttt1}, E4 = {115, 127, 134, 169, 18t1,
1tt, 22t1, 236, 24t, 259, 288, 338, 35t, 379, 3t1t1, 447, 458, 466, 49t1, 556, 57t1, 678, 6tt1, 77t, 89t, 999} and E5 = {111,
12t1, 13t, 149, 158, 167, 222, 234, 256, 278, 29t, 333, 35t1, 368, 379, 447, 45t, 46t1, 488, 559, 577, 66t, 699, 7tt1, 89t1,
8tt, t1t1t1}.
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Table 2
Some intersection numbers of ETS(9)
Intersection Size Intersection Size
E1 ∩ (34)(56)(789)E1 1 E1 ∩ (6798)E1 29
E1 ∩ (34)(579)E1 2 E1 ∩ (57)(69)E1 30
E1 ∩ (38)(456)(79)E1 3 E1 ∩ (345)(67)(89)E1 31
E1 ∩ (34)(678)E1 4 E1 ∩ (67)(89)E1 32
E1 ∩ (34)(5769)E1 5 E1 ∩ (45)(79)E1 33
E1 ∩ (38)(56)(79)E1 6 E1 ∩ (34)(67)(89)E1 34
E1 ∩ (34)(56)(78)E1 7 E1 ∩ (56)(89)E1 35
E1 ∩ (45)(689)E1 8 E1 ∩ (234)(6798)E1 37
E1 ∩ (34)(6789)E1 10 E1 ∩ (45)(67)(89)E1 38
E1 ∩ (57968)E1 11 E1 ∩ (23)(4569)E1 39
E1 ∩ (56)(79)E1 12 E1 ∩ (34)(89)E1 40
E1 ∩ (34)(789)E1 13 E1 ∩ (58)(69)E1 41
E1 ∩ (6789)E1 14 E1 ∩ (23)(679)E1 42
E1 ∩ (5769)E1 15 E1 ∩ (3497685)E1 43
E1 ∩ (34)(68)(79)E1 16 E1 ∩ (89)E1 44
E1 ∩ (56)(789)E1 17 E1 ∩ (246)(395)E1 46
E1 ∩ (34)(78)E1 19 E1 ∩ (23)(6798)E1 47
E1 ∩ (56)(78)E1 20 E1 ∩ (24)(39)(78)E1 48
E1 ∩ (457)(69)E1 21 E1 ∩ (257)(368)E1 49
E1 ∩ (34)(689)E1 22 E1 ∩ (23)(49)(56)(78)E1 50
E1 ∩ (789)E1 23 E2 ∩ (3546)(798)E2 51
E1 ∩ (679)E1 24 E1 ∩ (458)(679)E1 53
E1 ∩ (34)(6798)E1 25 E1 ∩ (26)(39)E1 55
E1 ∩ (689)E1 26 E1 ∩ (46)(59)(78)E1 56
E1 ∩ (34)(58679)E1 28 E1 ∩ (123)(497658)E1 58
For the system E1, we can replace {235, 268, 369, 589} with {689, 236, 359, 258} or the following two cases:
Case 1: We replace {145} ∪ 〈5; 6; t1; 5〉 ∪ (〈4; 2; 1; 3; 4〉 or 〈1; 3; 4)) with {134, 56t1, 333, 666, t1t1t1} ∪ (〈4; 5; 1; 2; 4〉 or
〈1; 5; 4)), then the two systems will have intersections 121− ({0; 21; 27}+ {0; 24}) containing 70, 76, 94 and 97.
Case 2: We replace {145; 2tt1; ttt}∪〈5; 6; t1; 5〉∪(〈4; 2; 1; 3; 4〉 or 〈4; 2; 1)) with {124; 56t1; 666}∪〈2; t; t1; 2〉∪(〈4; 3; 1; 5; 4〉
or 〈4; 5; 1)), then the two systems will have intersections 121− ({0; 28; 34}+ {0; 24}) containing 69, 87, and 93.
For the system E5, consider the following three cases:
Case 1: We replace {149, 158, 45t, 46t1, t1t1t1} ∪ (〈t; 8; 4; 7, 5; 9; 6; t〉 or 〈t; 8; 4; 7; 5; 9; 6)) with {148, 159, 457, 469,
58t, 555, 777, 888, 999} ∪ (〈t; 6; t1; 4; t〉 or 〈t; 4; t1; 6)), then the two systems will have intersections 121 − ({43; 46})
containing 75 and 78.
Case 2: We replace {278, 368, 234, 222, 333} ∪ (〈6; t; 8; 4; 7) or 〈6; t; 8; 4; 7, 5; 9; 6〉) with {238, 478, 68t, 888, ttt} ∪
(〈6; 3; 4; 2; 7) or 〈6; 9; 5; 7; 2; 4; 3; 6〉), then the two systems will have intersections 121− ({32; 41}) containing 80 and 89.
Case 3: We replace {45t, 234, 222, 333}∪(〈t; 8; 4; 7; 5) or 〈t; 8; 4; 7; 5; 9; 6; t〉) with {457; 48t; 777; 888}∪〈2; 3; 4; 2〉∪(〈t; 5)
or 〈t; 6; 9; 5; t〉) or replace {256, 278, 158, 167} with {258, 156, 267, 178}, then the two systems will have intersections
121− ({0; 26; 35}+ {0; 24}) containing 62, 71, 86 and 95.
N1 is obtained from E1 by replacing 〈1; 3; 4; 2; 1〉∪〈5; 6; t1; 5〉∪{145, 235} with 〈5; 4; 3; 2; 5〉∪{124, 135, 56t1, 111, 666,
t1t1t1}, N2 is obtained from E2 by replacing {111, 167, 18t1, 19t, 268, 279, 2tt1, 666, 888} with 〈1; 6; 8; 1〉 ∪ {179, 1tt1,
267, 28t1, 29t}, N3 is obtained from E5 by replacing 〈7; 5; 9; 6; t)∪{167, 256, 29t, 111} with 〈7; 1; 6; 9; t)∪{259, 26t, 567,
555}, N4 is obtained from E5 by replacing 〈t; 8; 4; 7; 5)∪{45t, 256, 278, 158, 167} with 〈t; 5)∪{457, 48t, 444, 777, 888,
258, 156, 267, 178} and N5 is obtained from E5 by replacing 〈6; t; 8; 4) ∪ {234, 368, 222, 333} with 〈6; 3; 2; 4) ∪ {348,
68t, 888, ttt}. Then |E5 ∩ N4|= 79, |E2 ∩ N2|= 82, |E1 ∩ N1|= 88, |E5 ∩ N3|= 90 and |E5 ∩ N5|= 98.
By Lemma 1.3, the system E1 containing patterns 〈5; 6; t1; 5〉 and 〈5; 6, t1〉 ∪ {57t; 777; ttt}, E3 containing pattern
〈2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 2〉 ∪ 〈7; 8; 9; t; t1; 7〉 and E4 containing pattern 〈1; 5; 6; 4; 7; t; 1〉, we have 112, 104, 106, 91 and 103 ∈ J [11].
From the remaining data in Table 3, we have J [11] = Io[11].
v=13. Let (V1; B1) be an ETS(5), where V1 = {a1; a2; : : : ; a5}. In [14], we can factor the complete graph K8 on vertex
set V2 = {1; 2; : : : ; 8} into 5 1-factors and cycles as follows.
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Table 3
Some intersection numbers of ETS(11)
Intersection Size Intersection Size
E1 ∩ (23)(47)(58)(69)(tt1)E1 0 E1 ∩ (67)(9tt1)E1 38
E1 ∩ (23)(57)(68)(tt1)E1 1 E1 ∩ (6789tt1)E1 39
E1 ∩ (23)(567)(9tt1)E1 2 E1 ∩ (6t1)(89)E1 40
E1 ∩ (34758t1t)(69)E1 3 E1 ∩ (47)(89)(tt1)E1 41
E1 ∩ (34)(57)(68t1t)E1 4 E1 ∩ (56t1)(9t)E1 43
E1 ∩ (34)(678t1t)E1 5 E1 ∩ (67)(tt1)E1 44
E1 ∩ (457)(68t19)E1 7 E1 ∩ (47)(tt1)E1 47
E1 ∩ (4567)(9tt1)E1 8 E1 ∩ (678)(9t1t)E1 50
E1 ∩ (47tt1658)E1 11 E1 ∩ (45)(8t)(9t1)E1 51
E1 ∩ (57)(68t1t)E1 13 E1 ∩ (6t1)(9t)E1 52
E1 ∩ (567)(9tt1)E1 14 E1 ∩ (34)(567)(89)(tt1)E1 53
E1 ∩ (56)(89tt1)E1 15 E1 ∩ (67)(9t1)E1 56
E1 ∩ (56)(789t)E1 16 E1 ∩ (45)(8t1)E1 57
E1 ∩ (47)(89tt1)E1 17 E1 ∩ (34)(589)(67)(tt1)E1 58
E1 ∩ (567)(tt1)E1 20 E1 ∩ (47t1568)(9t)E1 59
E1 ∩ (56)(9tt1)E1 21 E1 ∩ (78)(9t)E1 61
E1 ∩ (56)(89t)E1 22 E1 ∩ (2394t)(56t1)(78)E1 65
E1 ∩ (47)(8tt1)E1 23 E1 ∩ (67)(89)(tt1)E1 68
E1 ∩ (56t1)(89)E1 25 E1 ∩ (2758364t1)(9t)E1 74
E1 ∩ (678)(9tt1)E1 26 E1 ∩ (23748)(5t16)(9t)E1 77
E1 ∩ (47)(9tt1)E1 29 E1 ∩ (2345)(6t79)E1 81
E1 ∩ (678t19)E1 32 E1 ∩ (34)(67)(89)(tt1)E1 83
E1 ∩ (678t1)E1 33 E1 ∩ (345)(69t1)(78t)E1 84
E1 ∩ (45)(6t1)E1 34 E1 ∩ (45)(68)(7t1)(9t)E1 92
E1 ∩ (47)(9t1)E1 35
Let F= {Fi | i = 1; 2; : : : ; 5} be the set of 1-factors and C1 be the set of cycles, where
F1 = {{1; 2}; {3; 4}; {5; 6}; {7; 8}},
F2 = {{2; 3}; {4; 5}; {6; 7}; {8; 1}},
F3 = {{1; 4}; {7; 2}; {5; 8}; {3; 6}},
F4 = {{4; 7}; {2; 5}; {8; 3}; {6; 1}},
F5 = {{1; 5}; {2; 6}; {3; 7}; {4; 8}} and
C1 = (1; 3; 5; 7) ∪ (2; 4; 6; 8).
Put V = V1 ∪ V2 and B = B1 ∪ T ∪ L, where T = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5} and L = 〈1; 3; 5; 7; 1〉 ∪ 〈2; 4; 6; 8; 2〉.
Now, we can replace
(i) B1 with B2 such that |B1 ∩ B2 | ∈ J [5]; or
(ii) T with T) = {aixy | xy∈F)(i); i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5}, where ) is a permutation of {1; 2; 3; 4; 5} with exactly p elements
Bxed; or
(iii) 〈1; 3; 5; 7; 1〉 with 〈1; 7; 5; 3; 1〉 or 〈2; 4; 6; 8; 2〉 with 〈2; 8; 6; 4; 2〉,
and we obtain
J [13] ⊇ J [5] + 24 · {0; 1; 2; 3; 5}+ 3 · {0; 4; 8}: (1)
Furthermore, we can replace the set of 1-factors F and cycles C1 by the set of 1-factors G= {Gi | i = 1; 2; : : : ; 5} and
cycles C2 as follows:
G1 = {{3; 5}, {4; 8}, {1; 2}, {6; 7}},
G2 = {{3; 7}, {2; 6}, {1; 8}, {4; 5}},
Gi = Fi for i = 3; 4,
G5 = {{1; 3}, {7; 8}, {5; 6}, {2; 4}},
C2 = (1; 5; 7) ∪ (2; 3; 4; 6; 8).
Using the above method, we obtain
J [13] ⊇ J [5] + 24 · {0; 1; 2; 3; 5}+ 3 · {0; 3; 5; 8}: (2)
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Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain J [13] ⊇ J [5] + 24 · {0, 1, 2, 3, 5} + 3 · {0, 3, 4, 5, 8} = S1. In 1975,
Lindner and Rosa [12] showed that there exist two Steiner triple systems of order 13 with k common blocks, where
k ∈K = {0; 1; 2; : : : ; 14; 16; 18; 20; 22; 26}. So, we have J [13] ⊇ 13 + 6 · K = S2 by adjoining the two systems with 13
loops. For k¿ 1, we can replace the common blocks {abc; aaa; bbb; ccc} in the Brst system with 〈a; b; c; a〉, then we
obtain J [13] ⊇ 13 + 6 · (K \ {0}) − 9 = S3. For k¿ 5, we choose two blocks from the k common blocks with one
same vertex. Let the two common blocks be {abc; cde}. We can replace the two common blocks in the Brst system
as above and replace blocks {cde; ccc; ddd; eee} in the second system with 〈c; d; e; c〉, then we can obtain J [13] ⊇
13+ 6 · (K \ {0; 1; 2; 3; 4})− 17= S4. Combining the four results, we have J [13] ⊇ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 ∪ S4 = Io[13] \ {1, 2, 5, 7,
8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 29, 35; 41; 47; 53; 59; 65; 71; 77; 83; 86; 89, 95, 98, 101, 103, 105, 107, 110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 117,
118, 119, 122, 125, 127, 130, 131, 134, 137, 140, 143, 146, 151}.
Let E1 = {111, 128, 137, 14t1, 156, 19t, 1t2t3, 224, 235, 267, 299, 2tt3, 2t1t2, 33t, 346, 38t2, 39t1, 3t3t3, 44t2, 457, 48t,
49t3, 559, 58t3, 5tt1, 5t2t2, 66t3, 68t1, 69t2, 6tt, 777, 789, 7tt2, 7t1t3, 888, t1t1t1}, E2 ={111, 123, 145, 16t, 17t2, 18t3, 19t1,
225, 244, 26t1, 27t3, 28t, 29t2, 334, 355, 36t2, 379, 38t1, 3tt3, 46t3, 47t1, 489, 4tt2, 569, 57t, 58t2, 5t1t3, 668, 677, 788,
99t3, 9tt, tt1t1, t1t2t2, t2t3t3}, E3 = {111, 222, 333, 444, 555, 777, 999, 668, 88t2, t2t2t, ttt3, t3t3t1, t1t16, 12t3, 13t2, 14t1,
15t, 169, 178, 234, 256, 279, 28t, 2t1t2, 359, 36t, 37t1, 38t3, 45t3, 46t2, 47t, 489, 57t2, 58t1, 67t3, 9tt1, 9t2t3}, E4 = {111,
128, 137, 14t, 156, 19t1, 1t2t3, 224, 235, 267, 299, 2tt3, 2t1t2, 33t, 348, 36t1, 39t2, 3t3t3, 44t2, 45t3, 469, 47t1, 559, 578,
5tt1, 5t2t2, 66t3, 68t2, 6tt, 777, 79t3, 7tt2, 888, 89t, 8t1t3, t1t1t1} and E5 = {118, 123, 145, 167, 19t2, 1tt, 1t1t3, 222, 246,
257, 289, 2tt1, 2t2t3, 333, 348, 35t2, 36t3, 37t1, 39t, 444, 479, 4tt3, 4t1t2, 555, 56t, 58t1, 59t3, 666, 68t2, 69t1, 777, 78t3,
7tt2, 88t, 999, t1t1t1, t2t2t2, t3t3t3}.
For the system E4, we replace {137, 156, 235, 267} with {135, 167, 237, 256} or the following three cases:
Case 1: We replace (〈9; 2; 4; t2) or 〈9; 2; 4; t2; 5; 9〉) ∪{2t2t1, 19t1, 111, t1t1t1} with (〈9; 1; t1; t2) or 〈9; 5; t2; t1; 1; 9〉) ∪{24t2,
29t1, 222, 444} or replace 〈3; t; 6; t3; 3〉 with 〈3; t3; 6; t; 3〉, then the two systems will have intersections 169 − ({0; 24} +
{0; 23; 29}+ {0; 12}) containing 110, 122, 134, 140 and 146.
Case 2: We replace (〈3; t; 6) or 〈3; t; 6; t3; 3〉) ∪{36t1, t1t1t1} with (〈3; t1; 6) or 〈3; t3; 6; t1; 3〉) ∪{36t, ttt} or replace
〈9; 2; 4; t2; 5; 9〉 with 〈9; 5; t2; 4; 2; 9〉, then the two systems will have intersections 169 − ({0; 24} + {0; 13; 19} + {0; 15})
containing 111, 117 and 130.
Case 3: We replace (〈t3; 3; t; 6) or 〈t3; 3; t; 6; t3〉) ∪{36t1, 8t1t3, 888, t1t1t1} with (〈t3; 8; t1; 6) or 〈t3; 6; t1; 8; t3〉) ∪{36t,
3t1t3, 333, ttt} or replace 〈9; 2; 4, t2; 5; 9〉 with 〈9; 5; t2; 4; 2; 9〉, then the two systems will have intersections 169−({0; 24}+
{0; 23; 26}+ {0; 15}) containing 107, 119, 131 and 143.
N1 is obtained from E3 by replacing 〈6; 8; t2; t; t3; t1; 6〉 ∪ {46t2, 47t, 444, 777} with 〈6; t1; t3; t; 7; 4; 6〉 ∪{t268, t24t,
888, t2t2t2}, N2 is obtained from E3 by replacing 〈t1; 6; 8; t2; t; t3) ∪ {234, 222, 333, 444, 555, 777, 46t2, 47t, 57t2, 58t1,
67t3} with 〈2; 3; 4; 2〉 ∪ 〈t1; 5; 7; t2; 6; t3) ∪{888, ttt, 467, 4tt2, 58t2, 68t1, 7tt3}, N3 is obtained from E3 by replacing
〈8; t2; t; t3; t1; 6) ∪ {111, 444, 555, 777, 999, 15t, 489, 67t3, 9t2t3} with 〈8; 4; 9; t3; 7; 6) ∪ 〈1; 5, t; 1〉 ∪ {t1t1t1, t2t2t2, 6t1t3,
89t2, tt2t3} and N4 is obtained from E3 by replacing (〈8; t2; t; t3; t1; 6) or 〈8; t2; t; t3; t1; 6; 8〉) ∪{222, 333, 444, 555, 999,
234, 359, 37t1, 57t2, 58t1, 67t3, 9tt1, 9t2t3} with (〈8; t1; 5; 9; t3; 6) or 〈8; 6; t3; 9; 5; t1; 8〉)∪ 〈2; 3; 4; 2〉 ∪ {ttt, t2t2t2, 357, 39t1,
58t2, 67t1, 7t2t3, 9tt2, tt1t3}. Then we have |E3 ∩ N4|= 98 or 101, |E3 ∩ N2|= 113, |E3 ∩ N3|= 125 and |E3 ∩ N1|= 137.
Using Lemma 1.3, the system E3 containing the pattern 〈6; 8; t2, t; t3; t1; 6〉, we obtain 151 ∈ J [13].
From the remaining data in Table 4, we obtain J [13] = Io[13].
v = 15. Using a similar argument to Lemmas 4.2 and 3.4, we have
J [15] ⊇ J [7] + 24 · {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7}+ {8} and J [15] ⊇ J [5] + J [5] + J [5] + 6 · {0; 1; 2; : : : ; 19; 21; 25}. This implies
J [15] ⊇ Io[15] \ {1, 2, 5, 196, 202, 210}.
Let E1 = {111, 123, 14t5, 15t4, 16t3, 17t2, 18t1, 19t, 224, 255, 267, 289, 2tt1, 2t2t5, 2t3t4, 333, 345, 36t1, 37t3, 38t2,
39t4, 3tt5, 446, 479, 48t3, 4tt2, 4t1t4, 566, 578, 59t2, 5tt3, 5t1t5, 68t, 69t5, 6t2t4, 77t1, 7tt4, 7t5t5, 888, 8t4t5, 999, 9t1t3, ttt,
t1t1t2, t2t2t3, t3t3t5, t4t4t4}. By permuting elements in the system E1, we have |E1∩ (2; t; t5; 4; t3; 6; t2; t4; 7; 8; t1; 9; 5; 3)E1|=1,
|E1 ∩ (2; t; 5; 7; t3; t5; 8)(4; t2; t4; 6; t1; 9)E1|= 2 and |E1 ∩ (3; t3; 9; t5; t; 6; 5; 7, t2; t4; t1)E1|= 5.
N1 is obtained from E1 by replacing 〈4; 6; 5; 2)∪{123, 345, 111, 333} with 〈4; 3; 1; 2)∪{235, 456, 555, 666} and N2 is
obtained from E1 by replacing 〈7; t1; t2; t3, t5; 7〉 ∪ {267, 2t2t5, 222, 666} with 〈t2; t1; 7; 6; 2; t2〉 ∪ {27t5, t2t3t5, t3t3t3, t5t5t5}.
Then we have |E1 ∩ N1| = 202 and |E1 ∩ N2| = 196. Using pattern 〈7; t1; t2; t3; t5; 7〉 in the system E1, we can obtain 210
∈ J [15]. Thus J [15] = Io[15].
v=17. Let (V1; B1) be an ETS(7), where V1 = {a1; a2; : : : ; a7}. In [14], we can factor the complete graph K11 on vertex
set V2 = {1; 2; : : : ; 10} into 7 1-factors and cycles as follows.
Let F= {Fi | i = 1; 2; : : : ; 7} be the set of 1-factors and C1 be the set of cycles, where
F1 = {{1; 2}; {3; 4}; {5; 6}; {7; 8}; {9; 10}},
F2 = {{2; 3}; {4; 5}; {6; 7}; {8; 9}; {1; 10}},
F3 = {{7; 9}; {3; 5}; {2; 10}; {6; 8}; {1; 4}},
F4 = {{1; 9}; {7; 10}; {3; 6}; {2; 4}; {5; 8}},
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Table 4
Some intersection numbers of ETS(13)
Intersection Size Intersection Size
E1 ∩ (45)(79)(8t)(t1t2t3)E1 1 E1 ∩ (89)(tt1t3t2)E1 59
E1 ∩ (45)(789tt1t3)E1 2 E1 ∩ (89)(t1t2t3)E1 65
E1 ∩ (567)(8t29tt3t1)E1 5 E1 ∩ (89)(t1t3)E1 71
E1 ∩ (567)(89tt1t2)E1 7 E1 ∩ (89)(tt1t2t3)E1 77
E1 ∩ (567)(8tt3t2t1)E1 8 E1 ∩ (89)(tt1)(t2t3)E1 83
E1 ∩ (678)(9tt1t2t3)E1 11 E1 ∩ (45)(89)(t1t2)E1 86
E1 ∩ (678)(9tt1t2)E1 14 E1 ∩ (48)(6t2)(7t3)E1 89
E1 ∩ (67)(8t1t9t3t2)E1 17 E1 ∩ (89)(t1t2)E1 95
E1 ∩ (67)(8t19tt2)E1 20 E2 ∩ (23)(7t1)(8t3)E2 103
E1 ∩ (789t1t3tt2)E1 23 E1 ∩ (46)(tt1)(t2t3)E1 105
E1 ∩ (789t)(t1t2t3)E1 29 E1 ∩ (89)(tt3)(t1t2)E1 107
E1 ∩ (789)(tt1t2t3)E1 35 E5 ∩ (5t2)(6t1)(7t3)(9t)E5 114
E1 ∩ (89t2)(tt1t3)E1 41 E2 ∩ (69)(7t)(8t3)(t1t2)E2 115
E1 ∩ (89t)(t1t2t3)E1 47 E2 ∩ (68t39)(7t2t1t)E2 118
E1 ∩ (89t)(t1t3t2)E1 53 E2 ∩ (6t)(79)(8t1)(t2t3)E2 127
F5 = {{1; 3}; {5; 7}; {4; 6}; {8; 10}; {2; 9}},
F6 = {{4; 7}; {10; 3}; {6; 9}; {2; 5}; {1; 8}},
F7 = {{1; 6}; {2; 7}; {3; 8}; {4; 9}; {5; 10}} and
C1 = (1; 5; 9; 3; 7) ∪ (2; 6; 10; 4; 8).
Put V=V1∪V2 and B=B1∪T ∪L, where T={aixy | xy∈Fi; i=1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7} and L=〈1; 5; 9; 3; 7; 1〉∪〈2; 6; 10; 4; 8; 2〉.
Now, we can replace
(i) B1 with B2 such that |B1 ∩ B2 | ∈ J [7]; or
(ii) T with T) = {aixy | xy∈F)(i); i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7}, where ) is a permutation of {1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7} with exactly p
elements Bxed; or
(iii) 〈1; 5; 9; 3; 7; 1〉 with 〈1; 7; 3; 9; 5; 1〉 or 〈2; 6; 10; 4; 8; 2〉 with 〈2; 8; 4; 10; 6; 2〉,
and we obtain
J [17] ⊇ J [7] + 30 · {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7}+ 3 · {0; 5; 10}: (3)
If we replace F ∪ C1 with H ∪ C2, where H= {Hi | i = 1; 2; : : : ; 7}, as follows:
Hi = Fi, for i = 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7,
H4 = {{1; 7}; {3; 9}; {6; 10}; {2; 4}; {5; 8}} and
C2 = (1; 5; 9) ∪ (10; 7; 3; 6; 2; 8; 4).
Using the above method, we have
J [17] ⊇ J [7] + 30 · {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7}+ 3 · {0; 3; 7; 10}: (4)
Furthermore, we can replace the set of 1-factors F and cycles C1 with the set of 1-factors G= {Gi | i=1; 2; : : : ; 7} and
cycles C3 as follows:
Gi = Fi for i = 1; 2; 3; 4,
G5 = {{1; 5}, {3; 9}, {6; 10}, {4; 8}, {2; 7}},
G6 = {{3; 7}, {5; 9}, {2; 8}, {4; 10}, {1; 6}},
G7 = {{1; 7}, {2; 6}, {3; 8}, {4; 9}, {5; 10}},
C3 = (1; 3; 10; 8) ∪ (2; 5; 7; 4; 6; 9).
So, we have
J [17] ⊇ J [7] + 30 · {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7}+ 3 · {0; 4; 6; 10}: (5)
Combining Eqs. (3)–(5), we obtain J [17] ⊇ J [7] + 30 · {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7} + 3 · {0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 10} = Io[17] \ {5, 206,
207, 209, 215, 266, 267, 270, 276}. Using Lemma 3.5, we have 267; 270; 276∈ J [17].
Let E1 = {112, 13t7, 14t6, 155, 16t5, 17t4, 18t3, 19t1, 1tt2, 223, 247, 256, 28t, 29t2, 2t1t7, 2t3t4, 2t5t6, 334, 35t2, 367,
38t4, 39t3, 3tt5, 3t1t6, 445, 46t7, 48t5, 49t4, 4tt3, 4t1t2, 579, 58t6, 5tt7, 5t1t4, 5t3t5, 666, 68t2, 69t6, 6tt4, 6t1t3, 777, 78t7,
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7tt6, 7t1t5, 7t2t3, 889, 8t1t1, 99t, 9t5t7, ttt1, t2t2t5, t2t4t6, t2t7t7, t3t3t3, t3t6t7, t4t4t7, t4t5t5, t6t6t6}. By permuting elements in
the system E1, we have |E1 ∩ (38)(4t29t4t15tt5t6t77)E1|= 5.
For the system E1, we give three independent patterns: (1) We replace {13t7, 17t4, 78t7, 38t4}∪{35t2, 39t3, 7t2t3, 579}
with {13t4, 38t7, 78t4, 17t7}∪{359, 57t2, 79t3, 3t2t3}; or (2) We replace 〈5; 1; 2)∪{256; 666} (〈5; 1; 2; 3)∪{256, 673, 666,
777} or 〈5; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5〉∪{256, 666}) with 〈5; 6; 2)∪{125, 111} (〈5; 6; 7; 3)∪{125, 236, 111, 222} or 〈5; 4; 3; 2; 6; 5〉∪{125,
111}), respectively; or (3) We replace 〈t4; t7; t2; t5; t4〉 ( 〈t4; t7; t2) ∪ {t2t4t6, t6t6t6} or 〈t4; t7, t2; t5; t4〉 ∪ {t2t4t6, t6t6t6}) with
〈t4; t5; t2; t7; t4〉(〈t4; t6; t2) ∪ {t2t4t7, t7t7t7} or 〈t4; t5; t2; t6; t4〉 ∪ {t2t4t7, t7t7t7}), respectively. Then the two systems will have
intersections 169− ({0; 48}+ {0; 13; 22; 23}+ {0; 12; 13; 19}) containing 206, 207, 209, 215 and 266.
Thus, we have J [17] = Io[17].
v=19. Using a similar argument to Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, we have J [19] ⊇ J [9]+30 ·{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}+
{10}= Io[19] \ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 272, 279, 332, 339, 342, 346, 349} and 0; 3; 4; 6∈ J [19]. Using Lemma 3.5,
339; 342; 349∈ J [19].
Let E1 = {138, 146, 179, 1tt1, 1t2t3, 1t4t5, 1t6t7, 1t8t9, 24t9, 256, 27t8, 28t7, 29t6, 2tt5, 2t1t2, 2t3t4, 35t4, 367, 39t5, 3tt6,
3t1t7, 3t2t8, 3t3t9, 478, 49t, 4t1t3, 4t2t4, 4t5t6, 4t7t8, 57t9, 58t2, 59t7, 5tt3, 5t1t5, 5t6t8, 68t4, 69t3, 6tt7, 6t1t8, 6t2t5, 6t6t9,
7tt2, 7t1t6, 7t3t5, 7t4t7, 89t1, 8tt9, 8t3t6, 8t5t8, 9t2t9, 9t4t8, t1t4t9, t5t7t9, 112, 223, 334, 445, 551, ttt4, t4t4t6, t6t6t2, t2t2t7,
t7t7t3, t3t3t8, t8t8t, 666, 777, 888, 999, t1t1t1, t5t5t5, t9t9t9}. By permuting elements in the system E1, we have |E1 ∩
(17tt5t6t32t4954t88)(3t1t2t96t7) E1|=1, |E1∩(1t378t9tt764t43t6t295t5)(t1t8)E1|=2, |E1∩(17t7t44t8t1t59t2t938t65t36)E1|=5, |E1∩
(15t4t96t7t3)(287tt19t23t6)(4t8)E1|=7, |E1∩ (1t5tt39472t63t76t1t8t985t4t2)E1|=8 and |E1∩ (142t3356t79t5t9t8t2t17t48)E1|=9.
N1 is obtained from E1 by replacing 〈1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 1〉 with 〈1; 5; 4; 3; 2; 1〉, N2 is obtained from E1 by replacing
〈1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 1〉∪{256; 367; 666; 777} with 〈3; 7; 6; 5; 4; 3〉∪{125; 236; 111; 222}, N3 is obtained from E1 by replacing 〈t, t4,
t6, t2, t7, t3, t8, t〉 ∪ 〈1, 2; 3; 4; 5, 1〉 ∪ {138, 29t6, 35t4, 69t3, 6tt7, 7tt2, 9t4t8, 666, 777, 888, 999} with 〈2, 9, 6, t, 7, t2, t6,
2〉 ∪ 〈1, 5, t4, 3, 8, 1〉 ∪ {123, 345, 6t3t7, 9t3t8, 9t4t6, tt2t7, tt4t8, 444, t3t3t3, t7t7t7, t8t8t8} and N4 is obtained from E1 by
replacing 〈t, t4, t6, t2, t7, t3, t8, t〉 ∪ 〈1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1〉 ∪ {138, 29t6, 2t1t2, 3t1t7, 478, 57t9, 69t3, 8tt9, 9t4t8, 666, 888, 999,
t1t1t1, t9t9t9} with 〈2, t1, 3, t7, t3, 6, 9, 2〉∪〈1, 8, t, t9, 5, 1〉∪{123, 2t2t6, 348, 457, 78t9, 9t3t8, 9t4t6, tt4t8, t1t2t7, 444, t2t2t2,
t4t4t4, t6t6t6, t8t8t8}. Then |E1∩N2|=332, |E1∩N1|=346, |E1∩N4|=272 and |E1∩N3|=279. Thus, we have J [19]=Io[19].
v=21. Using a similar argument to Lemma 4.1, J [21] ⊇ J [9]+36 ·{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}+36 ·{0; 1}= Io[21]\{412,
419, 422, 426, 429}. The missing data can be obtained using Lemma 3.4. So we have J [21] = Io[21].
v = 23. By Lemma 4.2, we have J [23] ⊇ Io[23] \ {0, 1; : : : ; 11}. To obtain the small intersections, we want to embed
an ETS(9) into an ETS(23). Let (V1; B1) be an ETS(9), where V1 = {a1; a2; : : : ; a9}. We can factor the complete graph
K14 on vertex set V2 = {1; 2; : : : ; 14} into 7 triangles, 7 lollipops and a set of 9 1-factors as follow:
Let T1={{i; i+1; i+2} | i=1; 3; 5; 7; 9; 11; 13} be the set of triangles L1=〈2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14; 2〉 andF={Fi | i=1; 2; : : : ; 9}
be the set of 1-factors, where
F1 = {{1; 4}; {7; 10}; {2; 13}; {5; 8}; {11; 14}; {3; 6}; {9; 12}};
F2 = {{4; 7}; {10; 13}; {2; 5}; {1; 11}; {3; 14}; {6; 9}; {8; 12}};
F3 = {{1; 5}; {9; 13}; {3; 7}; {8; 11}; {2; 12}; {6; 10}; {4; 14}};
F4 = {{7; 11}; {3; 13}; {5; 9}; {1; 12}; {8; 4}; {10; 14}; {2; 6}};
F5 = {{1; 6}; {2; 11}; {7; 12}; {3; 8}; {4; 13}; {9; 14}; {5; 10}};
F6 = {{6; 11}; {2; 7}; {3; 12}; {8; 13}; {1; 9}; {5; 14}; {4; 10}};
F7 = {{1; 7}; {13; 5}; {11; 3}; {10; 2}; {8; 14}; {6; 12}; {4; 9}};
F8 = {{3; 9}; {5; 11}; {7; 13}; {4; 12}; {6; 14}; {2; 8}; {1; 10}};
F9 = {{1; 8}; {2; 9}; {3; 10}; {4; 11}; {5; 12}; {6; 13}; {7; 14}}.
Put V = V1 ∪ V2 and B = B1 ∪ T1 ∪ L1 ∪ T , where T = {aixy | xy∈Fi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 7}. Now, we replaced
(i) B1 with B2 such that |B1 ∩ B2 | = k, where k ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; 11};
(ii) T with T)={aixy | xy∈F)(i); i=1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7}, where ) is a permutation of {1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7} without Bxed element;
and
(iii) T1 ∪ L1 with T2 ∪ L2, where T2 = {{i; i + 1; i + 2} | i = 2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14} and L2 = 〈1; 3; 5; 7; 9; 11; 13; 1〉.
Thus, we have |(B2 ∪ T2 ∪ L2 ∪ T)) ∪ B|= k. Therefore J [23] = Io[23].
From small case, we have
Lemma 4.5. J [9] = Io[9] \ {52; 59; 62; 66; 69}, and J [v] = Io[v], for v = 11; 13; 15; 17; 19; 21; 23.
Applying the results in Lemma 4.5 to Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 recursively, we obtained the following results.
Lemma 4.6. J [v] = Io[v], for odd v¿ 25.
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5. Conclusions
Using Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 4.5 and 4.6, we obtained the following main results:
Theorem 5.1. (1) For even v, J [2] = {0; 4}, J [4] = {0; 1; 3; 4; 9; 12; 16}, J [6] = Ie[6] \ {10; 11; 19; 20; 22; 23; 25; 26; 29},
J [8] = Ie[8] \ {38; 41; 44; 47; 50; 53}, J [10] = Ie[10] \ {74}, and J [v] = Ie[v], for v¿ 12.
(2) For odd v, J [3] = {0; 9}, J [5] = {0; 3; 4; 6; 12; 13; 25}, J [7] = Io[7] \ {5, 11, 17, 20, 23, 26, 27, 28, 30, 34, 36, 37},
J [9] = Io[9] \ {52, 59, 62, 66, 69}, and J [v] = Io[v], for v¿ 11.
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